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Context / Reason 
Sustainability is one of the main pillars in the Strategy2024. It contains ambitions on integrating more 

sustainability in our education, research, and operations. The call for more sustainability came from students, 

staff, and the University Council in the last couple of years. The Working Plan Sustainability in Education at 

EUR (SEE) follows directly from the new strategy and has been composed by an interfaculty working group 

with academic staff and students from all faculties. The working group members are intrinsically motivated 

to make Erasmus University more sustainable and have delivered an extensive implementation plan on how 

to achieve the goal of embedding sustainability in EUR’s entire education portfolio.  

 

In the working plan SEE one of the main implementation ideas is to establish an interdisciplinary Erasmus 

Sustainability Platform, fueled by members from all faculties, in order to develop a network and strengthen 

sustainability in education at all faculties. Based on the feedback gathered during conversations with the 

Education Directors, University Council, Executive Board, Strategy Office, HEQA programs and 

Supervisory Board, the idea of the Erasmus Sustainability Platform has expanded as to include all strategic 

sustainability efforts (such as sustainability in operations). In this way, the platform has a more solid basis 

where all strategic sustainability programs can be coordinated and provides room for expanding into a 

platform for sustainability research as well. Also, this enables better alignment with other programs and 

initiatives at EUR, such as the Diversity & Inclusion Office, the new Erasmus Design Institute and Incubator, 

the Impact at the Core program, ErasmusX and CLI. The working plan SEE shall be discussed within the 

larger discussion on the entire Strategy2024. Further elaboration and the latest updates on the embedment 

with the entire sustainability portfolio and interdisciplinary and impact-focused education programs will be 

explained in a presentation for the University Council in the plenary meeting of June 16th.  

  
The Executive Board has appreciatively received the working plan SEE on the 19th of May and decided to 

execute the implementation plan within the context of the entire sustainability portfolio and within the 

available strategic budget for the entire sustainability portfolio (211k (2020), 347k (2021), 267k (2022), 319k 

(2023), 202k (2024). The EB has decided to assign Prof.dr. Derk Loorbach as academic lead with the task to 

prepare the implementation of the plans for ‘Sustainability in Education’ within the context of the impact-
oriented initiatives (the design initiative and Impact at the Core). 

 

 

Jurisdiction UC / Question to the UC 
This working plan Sustainability in Education is one of the strategy implementation plans. Since the UC has 

already given consent to the 2024 strategy, the UC has right to information on this topic.  

 

Short Summary 
The key message can be found in the Executive Summary of the working plan. In recent years, students, 

driven by sustainability initiatives at various faculties, have come up with a call to integrate sustainability 

throughout their education. Every student needs to know what the biggest sustainability challenges are and 

all students need to be educated on them. At the moment, only a limited group of students is given this 
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knowledge, due to the fact that these subjects are not always prominent in electives and minors or combined 

in a single study programme. It has become a clear objective in the Strategy2024 to integrate sustainability 

into the entire education portfolio, as well as to develop extra in-depth education on this theme. Since 

sustainability is an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary theme, it requires a faculty-transcending instrument 

in order to develop and stimulate education in this field. That is why the Sustainability in Education at EUR 

(SEE) working group proposes setting up a central Erasmus Sustainability Platform with the aim of 

integrating sustainability into education as its primary responsibility. In addition, the proposal is to develop 

more in-depth education in a new inter- and transdisciplinary Master Sustainability and to put students to 

work on social issues and practical cases such as making the campus, the port and the region more 

sustainable. The Erasmus Sustainability Platform should be supported by a core team of academic and 

support staff, with affiliated academic coordinators and developers from all faculties, drawn by an academic 

lead. This therefore also requires a commitment from the faculties.  

 

Since the informal meeting between the University Council and the Working Group SEE on the 17th of 

February 2020, several changes have been made in the working plan based on the UC’s feedback, and on the 
feedback of the Education Directors, Rector Magnificus, Strategy Office and Real Estate & Facility Services. 

More emphasis has been put on the role of Professional Services staff with regards to linking sustainability in 

education with the sustainable campus.  

 

Follow-up process 
After this has been handled by the University Council, the recruitment for the academic lead of the 

interdisciplinary master and the recruitment for the programme manager for the entire sustainability portfolio 

can start.  Following this, the connections to the faculties can be build and the eventual recruitment of the 

academic developers and linking pins can take place midway through Q3.   

 

At this moment, the acquisition process for an interim program manager sustainability has already been 

initiated.  Also, the development of new educational programs has already begun in the form of the new 

interdisciplinary Minor program ‘Science and Practice for Transformative Change’, developed by the 
working group SEE. 

 

In terms of communications, the work plan will be distributed among the faculties and all participation 

councils. There will be an article in Erasmus Magazine in which the chairman of the working group will 

present the vision and trajectory described in the implementation plan.  

 

Specifics 
Since 2017/2018, the UC and student organizations have put sustainability on the EB’s agenda. In May 2018, 
the UC and EB together have organized a sustainability congress to gather the input from the academic 

community. This input has been brought into the new Strategy2024 and has been further worked out there as 

a strategic pillar. The working group SEE has further specified and elaborated on the strategic goals of 

further integrating sustainability in the EUR’s entire education portfolio and discussed the content of the 

working plan with all the key stakeholders. The result is an elaborate working plan that has been developed 

by academic staff and students from all different faculties. An earlier version of the working plan SEE has 

been discussed between the working group and the UC in an informal meeting on the 17th of February 2020. 

The UC’s working group ‘Campus Climate’ has been further consulted by members of the Executive Board, 
Strategy Office, Real Estate & Facilities and Academic Affairs department in an informal meeting on the 17th 

of April 2020. 

 

The UC has repeatedly emphasized the importance of sustainability and written letters and asked questions 

about the execution of the sustainability strategy, as sustainability is one of the UC’s pillars. The Roadmap 
Sustainable Campus and this working plan are the main documents that will help with the implementation of 

the strategic sustainability goals.  

 

 

Documents to be attached 
- Assignment Sustainability in Education at EUR 
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- Working Plan Sustainability in Education at EUR 20200323 

- Budget Sustainability in Education at EUR_200323 

 

 

 


